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The internal behavior of fast ions interacting with magnetohydrodynamic bursts excited by energetic
ions has been experimentally investigated in the compact helical system. The resonant convective
oscillation of fast ions was identified inside the last closed-flux surface during an energetic-particle
mode (EPM) burst. The phase difference between the fast-ion oscillation and the EPM, indicating the
coupling strength between them, remains a certain value during the EPM burst and drives an anomalous
transport of fast ions.
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Fast-ion-confinement is one of the most important issues
for future burning plasma experiments, such as ITER, since
a dominant heating process in such plasmas is an alpha
particle heating produced by deuterium-tritium nuclear
reactions. In particular, interaction between fast ions and
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) modes is a key issue for
fast-ion-confinement [1]. Fast ions may excite various
MHD modes, and resulting anomalous transport of the
fast ions occurs due to the interaction with the MHD
activities [2–7].

In many fusion devices, various Alfvén eigenmodes
(AEs) have been destabilized by fast ions in frequency
ranges absent of shear Alfvén continuum damping [8]. The
characteristics of AEs depend on the plasma parameters
and agree well with experimental observations. On the
other hand, energetic-particle modes (EPMs) are deter-
mined by characteristics of the fast-ion motions such as
transit, bounce and precession, and can be destabilized
with the frequencies inside the shear Alfvén continuum
when the energetic-ion drive is strong enough to overcome
the continuum damping [9]. Actually, EPMs are experi-
mentally observed on the condition that the fast-ion pres-
sure is fairly high [3]. EPMs often show nonlinear phe-
nomena such as periodic burst and frequency chirping,
which are considered to be related to fast-ion behavior,
for example, change of fast-ion profile. The investigation
of EPM properties and interaction with fast ions is still in
progress [3,10,11].

Recently, a directional Langmuir probe (DLP) method
was applied to plasmas heated by a neutral beam (NB) for
fast-ion measurement, and fast-ion behavior inside the last
closed-flux surface (LCFS) can be measured with high
time and spatial resolutions [12]. In this Letter, we focus
on the experimental studies on the fast-ion-behavior inter-
acting with bursting EPMs. The interaction characteristics
between fast ions and the EPM and anomalous transport of
fast ions due to EPM are discussed.

The stage of our experiments is a helical device (stella-
rator), named compact helical system (CHS) [13]. The
target plasma is heated and sustained by tangential NB
injection with port-through power of 800 kW, the beam
duration of 100 ms and beam energy of 40 keV. The plasma
parameters are magnetic field strength B � 0:9 T, line-
averaged electron density ne � 0:5� 1:0� 1019 m�3,
central electron temperature Te�0� � 0:3 keV, normal-
ized plasma pressure �p � 0:1%. When the normalized
beam pressure increased to similar values as the plasma
pressure, fast-ion-driven MHD bursts with the poloidal
and toroidal mode numbers of m � 3=n � 2 were ob-
served periodically. The frequency of the bursts chirps
down and is lower than the Alfvén gap frequency (fgap �

170 kHz for toroidicity-induced AE with n � 1). The burst
mode rotates in the ion-diamagnetic direction. From these
experimental observations, this mode was identified as
EPM [14,15]. Anomalous loss of energetic ions due to
EPM burst was observed by a neutral particle analyzer
(NPA) [16] and a loss fast-ion probe (LIP) [17]. The
EPM bursts enhanced loss of transit ions with the energy
of the injected NB [15].

A DLP was installed in CHS and a two dimensional
probe drive system controls the DLP position in R-z plane.
The schematic of the DLP position and the magnetic
surface mainly utilized in this experiment are shown in
Fig. 1(a). The DLP has seven Langmuir probe channels:
four face to the codirected flux (ch1, 3, 5, 7) and three to
the counter-directed flux (ch2, 4, 8) [see Fig. 1(b)]. A
Mirnov coil was also installed on the DLP (ch6) to measure
the magnetic fluctuation @B�=@t at the same point with
fast-ion measurement. The flux of codirected transit fast
ions can not reach the probe channels facing to counter-
directed flux, because the gyro-radius of fast ions is the
same order to the DLP diameter, and it can be given by
Ifast ion � Ico � Icounter [12,18]. The experimental demon-
stration of fast-ion measurement using the DLP was per-
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formed in CHS and a good agreement with NPA and LIP
observations was obtained [12].

The simultaneous measurements of the fast ions and the
magnetic fluctuation were performed inside of the LCFS
using the DLP. The wave forms of the magnetic fluctuation
of an EPM burst, codirected and counterdirected ion fluxes
are shown in Fig. 2(a). The codirected ion flux increases
during the EPM burst while the counterdirected flux re-
mains unchanged. The increase of codirected flux with the
EPM is recognized as a fast-ion flux enhanced by the EPM
burst [17]. The frequency of the EPM chirps down from
120 kHz to 70 kHz [see Fig. 2(b)], and the codirected (fast-
ion) flux enhanced by the EPM burst shows significant
coherence to the EPM in comparison with counterdirected
(bulk ion) flux [see Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. As seen from
Fig. 2(a), the fast-ion flux enhanced by the EPM consists
of two parts: one is a fast part oscillating with the EPM, and
the other is a slow part, having triangular shape and slow
time scale of�0:5 msec, which is shown by the dotted red
line in the figure.

Figure 3 shows the simultaneous measurement of fast-
ion-responses to the EPM in different minor radii at
r=a� � 0:91, 0.96 and 1.01, where r and a� are minor
radius and averaged plasma radius with the vacuum con-
figuration, respectively. The peak of slow part of fast-ion
response propagates in the outward direction with the
velocity of 600 m=s. The time scale of fast-ion loss from
the center toward outside of the plasma is �0:5 msec and
corresponds to the burst duration of the EPM, which im-
plies that the pulse duration of the burst can be determined
by the time scale of the fast-ion transport.

The mode profile of the EPM near the LCFS was mea-
sured by the DLP, which is shown in Fig. 4(a). The LCFS is
located at r=a� � 1:05 in this experiment due to the plasma
and fast-ion pressure effects. The peak of eigenfunction of
the EPM is located around r=a� � 0:7, and the eigenfunc-
tion terminates at the LCFS as seen in Fig. 4(a). The
profiles of the fast-ion responses to the EPM bursts were
also measured by the DLP and are shown in Figs. 4(b) and
4(c). The fast part of fast-ion-response locates inside the
LCFS, while the slow part was observed not only inside but
also outside of the LCFS. These results are consistent with
the previous observations of fast-ion-loss due to EPMs.
The LIP located outside of the LCFS observed the slow
part of the fast-ion response and no fast responses. The
slow part more strongly decays radially than the depen-
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FIG. 2 (color). (a) The wave forms of magnetic fluctuation
(black line), co- (red line) and counterdirected (blue line) ion
fluxes at r=a� � 0:975. The dotted red line shows the slow part
of the fast-ion response. (b) The power spectrum of the EPM.
The coherences between the fast-ion response (codirected flux)
and the EPM (c), and between the bulk-ion response (counter-
directed flux) and the EPM (d).

FIG. 1. The schematics of (a) the magnetic flux surface in a
horizontally elongated cross section in CHS with the magnetic
axis of Rax � 97:4 cm, and the position of DLP and (b) the DLP
channel arrangement.
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dence of r�1 [dotted line in Fig. 4(c)], indicating the slow
part includes redistribution component of fast ions.

The fast and slow parts of the fast-ion response to the
EPM increase with the amplitudes of the EPM at the
position, which is shown in Fig. 5. The fast part has a
linear relation with the EPM amplitude, indicating that the
fast part is a convective response of the fast ions. It is noted
that the vertical axis of Fig. 5(a) is not a lost ion flux, so it is
a different point from the convective loss of fast ions
discussed in Ref. [16]. According to incompressibility of
the EPM, the fast part is considered to be proportional to
the density gradient of fast ions:

 ��fast response / jgradnfj�B: (1)

On the other hand, the slow part is proportional to the
square of the EPM amplitude, which is discussed later.

The weak coherence of the bulk ion (counterdirected)
flux with the EPM can be seen in Fig. 2(d), indicating the
bulk ions also oscillate with the EPM. The phase relations
of fast- and bulk-ion response to the EPM are shown in
Fig. 6, in which the vertical axis is the phase of fast- and
bulk-ion flux to the Mirnov signal of @B�=@t observed at
the same position. The bulk ions oscillate in phase (�b �
0) with the EPM, meaning that the bulk ions has same
phase with radial component of the magnetic fluctuation,
�Br. Thus the bulk ions keep a frozen-in condition during
the EPM burst. On the other hand, the phase relation of the
fast-ion response is significantly different from frozen-in
condition, and keeps a certain phase (�f � 0). This is clear
evidence that the interaction of fast ions with the EPM is
different with that of the bulk ions. It is noted that the
coupling strength between fast ions and the EPM remains
unchanged during the EPM.

Here we discuss about radial flux of fast ions induced by
the EPM, which is given by

 �r � h�nf��Vr 	 Vjj��Br=B�
i; (2)

where �nf, �Vr, Vjj, �Br, B and hAi are amplitude of fast-
ion-density fluctuation, radial component of oscillating
velocity induced by electric field of the EPM��E�, velocity
of fast ions parallel to the magnetic field, radial component
of magnetic field of the EPM, the magnetic field strength
and integral over a period of the EPM, respectively. The
density fluctuation of fast ions, �nf, has a certain phase
with the EPM (�Vr and �Br); thus, the integral in Eq. (2)
does not vanish and statistically irreversible transport oc-
curs. When the density fluctuation of fast ions, �nf, is
maximum value at the probe position, both the radial ve-
locity (�Vr) and radial component of the EPM field (�Br)
estimated by the magnetic fluctuation measured at the
same position are in the outward direction, and they are
in the inward when �nf is minimum. Therefore the aver-
aged radial flux induced by the EPM is in the outward di-
rection. From Eq. (1), the fast-ion flux induced by the EPM
is proportional to the second power of the EPM amplitude:
�r / jgradnfj�B

2. It is concluded that the slow part of fast-
ion response to the EPM can be understood by the radial
component of fast ions flux given by Eq. (2).

FIG. 4. The profiles of (a) mode amplitude of the EPMs, (b)
the fast part and (c) the slow part of fast-ions responses. The
dotted line shows the dependence of r�1.

FIG. 3. The wave forms of magnetic field of an EPM and fast-
ion responses observed at r=a� � 0:91, 0.96, and 1.01.
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The drive force of the EPM is given by FD / h�nfVD �
�Ei, where VD is drift velocity of fast ions [19]. At the
probe position, the drift velocity is dominated by grad-B
drift and its direction is in the ion-diamagnetic direction. In
the similar way with Eq. (2), the finite phase produces the
irreversible drive force, and the EPM is destabilized by the
fast ions (FD > 0) at the probe position. In order to evalu-
ate the total growth rate of the EPM, the integration of FD
over the plasma volume is necessary, which is not so
simple, because the direction of drift velocity changes in
the poloidal direction with helical component of m � 2.
The orbits of codirected transit ions shift outward; thus, the
total growth rate is considered to be FD > 0. From Eq. (1),
the dependence of growth rate of the EPM is obtained as
� / FD=�B

2 / jgradnfj, which is consistent with theoreti-
cal prediction [9,20].

The direct observation of fast-ion behaviors using the
DLP method was performed, and the two kinds of fast-ion
responses, fast and slow parts, were observed inside the
LCFS. The fast part is resonant convective response oscil-
lating with the EPM. The observed phase relation of fast-
ion oscillation to the EPM indicates the strong coupling
between them, which keeps a constant during frequency
chirping, and produces statistically irreversible transport of
fast ions. Thus, the slow part is identified as the anomalous
transport induced by the EPM, including both losing and
redistributing components. The dependence of growth rate
is consistent with theoretical prediction. An unstable EPM
is predicted in the reversed shear case of ITER [21]. Once
EPMs are excited in burning plasmas, the modification of
the fast-ion profile is considered to be inevitable due to the
strong link between anomalous transport of fast ions and
the drive of the EPMs. And the suppression of the EPM

amplitude as well as the stabilization of the EPM is sig-
nificantly important because of the linear dependence of
fast-ion flux on the squared amplitude of the EPM.
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FIG. 6. The phase relations at r=a� � 0:975 between the fast
ions (codirected ion flux) and @B�=@t (closed circles), and
between the bulk plasma (counterdirected ion flux) and
@B�=@t (open circles).
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FIG. 5. The fast-ion fluxes of (a) fast and (b) slow parts as a
function of the EPM amplitude.
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